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1. Introduction 

Ungrammatical/exceptional subject-initial V3 in a “core V2 language” (Holmberg 2015) like 

Icelandic: 

 

(1)  a. Jón   hefur  ekki  lesið  bókina.      (Vfin-Adv / V2) 

      John  has    not    read  book-the 

  b. *Jón ekki  hefur  lesið  bókina.     (Adv-Vfin / V3) 

      John not  has      read   book-the 

(2)  a. Ég  held  að  Jón  hafi  ekki  lesið  bókina.  (Vfin-Adv / V2) 

     I  think  that  John  has  not   read   book-the 

  b. ?*Ég  held  að  Jón  ekki  hafi  lesið  bókina. (Adv-Vfin / V3) 

      I  think  that  John  not  has   read   book-the 

(3)  a. Jón  sagði  margt  merkilegt       en  það  

      John said  many  interesting (things)  but  that 

      sem   hann  sagði  ekki  var  enn  áhugaverðara.  (Vfin-Adv / V2) 

                which  he   said     not   was  more  interesting 

  b. Jón  sagði  margt  merkilegt       en  það  

      John said  many  interesting (things)  but  that 

      sem   hann  ekki  sagði  var  enn  áhugaverðara.  (Adv-Vfin / V3) 

                which  he   not     said   was  more  interesting 

 

Why examining subject-initial V3 in adverbial clauses in Icelandic? 

 

• Central adverbial clauses tend to resist main clause phenomena such as 

topicalization in V2-languages such as Icelandic, while peripheral adverbial 

clauses tend to permit such phenomenon (Haegeman's 2012 and much later work; 

see also Angantýsson and Jonas 2016 for Icelandic).  

• The results from the Syntactic Variation Project in Iceland (Thráinsson et al. 2015) 

indicate that there is a negative relationship between topicalization and subject-

initial V3 constructions.  

• Given that subject-initial V3 is generally not an option in main clauses and less 

acceptable in that-clauses than in relative clauses, for instance, one might expect 

that it receives different judgements in different types of adverbial clauses, 

depending on the embedding level of the adverbial clause in question. 

• Following Frey's (2016, 2020) and Badan and Haegeman's (2023) typology, the V3 

construction was investigated in terms of three types of adverbial clauses:  

 

o central adverbial clauses (CACs) 

o peripheral adverbial clauses (PACs) 

o non-integrated adverbial clauses (NICs) 
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• We hypothesize that NICs (being the most “matrix-like” type) allow such V3 

orders less freely than PACs, and that PACs in turn allow it less freely than 

CACs.  

• Results from the acceptability judgement data suggest that the NICs indeed 

receive lower overall rating than the other two types. However, very little 

difference was observed between CACs and PACs.  

• Should be kept in mind that if different embedding levels of ACs can result in 

different interpretations. 

• Further testings are needed in order to control for the relevant interpretations.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Background 

V2 is the default word order in all types of subject-initial embedded clauses in Icelandic, 

unlike Swedish, for instance (see, for instance, Holmberg & Platzack 1995; Vikner 1995, 

Bobaljik and Thráinsson 1998; and much later work): 
  

(4) Subject-initial V2 in embedded clauses: 

 
 

This syntactic difference has frequently been connected with the different degrees of 

verbal morphological inflection in these languages. 

  

Even though the finite verb usually precedes the sentence adverb in Icelandic, the adverb 

can precede the verb in some embedded clauses as shown in (5): 

 

  

Organization of the talk: 

 

1. Introduction 

2. Background 

3. Survey design and method 

4. Selected results  

5. Conclusions and directions for research 
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(5) Subject-initial V3 in relative clauses: 

 
 

The word order as illustrated in (5a) is definitely unmarked, but, as can be seen from the 

remaining examples, the V3 order is also possible. Example (5b), with a proper noun in the 

subject position, are slightly marked, as opposed to (5c), which has an unstressed pronoun as 

a subject. 

 

Table 1 presents examples of Adv-Vfin (V3) order as well as the (default) Vfin-Adv (V2) 

order for comparison: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6a) (V2)

  

 

(6b) (V3) 

 

 

(7a) (V2) 

 

 

 

 

(7b) (V3) 

 

 

 

 

 

(8a) (V2) 

 

 

 

(8b) (V3) 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Comparison of V2 and V3 in subject-initial embedded clauses 
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Most speakers accept the Vfin-Adv order as expected. In the that-clause (6) and the indirect 

question (7), the V3 order receives a relatively higher score among the younger speakers than 

among the older informants, while we get the reverse situation in relative clauses as (8).  

 

Table 2 presents examples of topicalization (non-subject fronting) in that-clauses that are 

complements of different types of matrix predicates (Thráinsson and Angantýsson 2015). 

According to Hooper and Thompson’s theory, main clause phenomena like topicalization 

should be most acceptable in complements of predicates of types A, B, and E (therefore, they 

precede C and D in Table 2): 
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(12) 

 

 

 

 

(13) 

 

 

 

 

 

(14) 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Topicalization in that-clauses 
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In general, the youngest speakers do not accept ET as readily as the oldest speakers, and this 

difference is statistically significant in examples (9–12) (see Thráinsson, Angantýsson,and 

Viðarsson 2015: 284–5). Among the oldest informants, the acceptability of topicalization 

depends to a certain extent on the type of the predicate in the matrix clause.  

 

Table 3 shows the judgements of topicalization in an indirect question and XP-fronting in a 

relative clauses with an overt subject (see also Thráinsson and Angantýsson 2015): 

 
 

 

 

 

(15) 

 

 

 

(16) 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3:Topicalization in indirect questions and relative clauses 

 

In both age groups (and overall), topicalization received a very low overall score in indirect 

questions (15) and in a relative clause with an overt subject (16). This is consistent with 

Magnússon’s (1990) survey of the acceptability of ET in clauses of this type and not 

surprising from a comparative perspective (see, for instance, Rizzi 2001; Cinque 2004; 

Haegeman 2012a; and references there for discussions on intervention effects in clauses of 

this type). 

 

No examples of topicalization in adverbial clauses were included in the IceDiaSyn 

questionnaires, but there are several mentions in the literature regarding the (im)possibility of 

fronting in adverbial clauses: 

  

• Some scholars seem to assume that topicalization is not possible in adverbial clauses 

(Franco 2009: 146; Hrafnbjargarson and Wiklund 2009: 28). 

• Others accept it to some extent (Angantýsson 2011; Magnússon 1990; Rögnvaldsson 

and Thráinsson 1990: 25).  

 

Haegeman (2012a, and much previous work) argues that there is a crucial difference 

between the external and internal syntax of ‘central’ adverbial clauses (CACs) and 

‘peripheral’ adverbial clauses (PACs): 

 

• Central adverbial clauses are adjoined to the VP or IP/TP, while peripheral clauses are 

coordinated with the associate clause.  

• In a V2-language such as Icelandic the peripheral ones should allow main clause 

phenomena, while the central ones should not.  
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This prediction seems to be borne out (Angantýsson 2011; see also Angantýsson and Jonas 

2016): 
 
 

 

(17) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the subject-initial V3 is almost impossible in main clauses and quite hard to get in that-

clauses, we hypothesize that this word order is most acceptable in central adverbial 

clauses, less so in peripheral adverbial clauses, and least so in non-integrated avberbial 

clauses. The following judgements are based on Antantýsson‘s native intuition, but, 

importantly though, it should be kept in mind that many speakers dislike subject-initial V3 

orders in general (see Angantýsson & Jedrzejowski 2023):  

 

 

(18) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interestingly, the prediction that this order should be hard to get in non-integrated adverbial 

clauses as (18c) is borne out. The peripheral evidential causal clause (EC) in (18b) is 

somewhat marked while the central eventuality related causal clause (18a) is fine. In section 

5, we will come back to the problem of testing for different interpretations in an online 

survey like the one presented here. 
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If we are on the right track, we might be developing an additional diagnosis tool for the 

subcategorization of adverbial clauses in a core V2 language like Icelandic. Obviously, 

however, further testing is needed, so let us now consider the results from the present study.  

 

 

3. Survey design and method  

An acceptability judgement test was administered for subject-initial V2/V3 in different types 

of adverbial clauses in Icelandic, in terms of both semantic categories and syntactic 

categories in Badan and Haegeman’s (2022) typology.  

 

The semantic category consisted of 6 levels: 

  

• causal clause 

• concessive clause 

• conditional clause 

• purpose clause 

• resultative clause 

• temporal clause  

 

The syntactic category consisted of 3 levels: 

 

• central adverbial clause (CAC) 

• peripheral adverbial clause (PAC) 

• non-integrated adverbial clause (NIC)  

 

Non-integrated clauses were only tested in causal clauses in this study. Thus, six test 

sentences were created for six conditions (V2 and V3 for each pair): 

  

• two with central causal clauses (19) 

• two with peripheral AC (20) 

• two with non-integrated AC (21) 

 

 

Interim conclusion 

In addition to the V3 word order, topicalization in subordinate clauses in Icelandic was 

examined in the Syntactic Variation Project in Iceland (Thráinsson et al. 2015). It was 

observed among other things that topicalization received better judgement in that-

clauses clauses than in relative clauses. V3 word order, on the other hand, received 

better judgements in relative clauses than in that-clauses clauses. Furthermore, 

participants' age seems to have effect on their judgement in V3 order in embedded 

clauses in Icelandic. Younger speakers seem to be more likely to accept V3 word order 

in that-clauses while in other types of embedded clauses, it is the older speakers who 

are more likely to consider them to be normal. Based on these results, one might expect 

that there is some negative correlation between topicalization and the V3 word order. 
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Examples of test sentences (see further appendix 1): 

 

 

 

(19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(21) 
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Based on the previous discussion, one might expect the following:  

• Sentences with the unmarked V2 order should get better scores than the marked V3 

order. 

• V3 in non-integrated adverbial clauses such as (21b) should get worse overall scores 

than the other two types. 

• V3 in central adverbial clauses such as (19b) should get better scores than sentences 

with peripheral adverbial clauses like (20b). 

 

A total of 120 sentences therefore were tested in the study.  

• Half of them form minimal pairs with the other half.  

• These 120 test sentences were further divided into six versions, each of which 

contains 20 sentences.  

• Filler sentences, sentences which are not part of the factorial design in the study, were 

added to each version of the questionnaire. 

 

The data was collected through an online survey where participants evaluate sentences that 

contain grammatical variables. Statistical analyses were performed to see whether there is 

any correlation between the variables and whether the differences between them are 

statistically significant. 

• The participants were chosen at random and the only condition was that the 

participant had to have Icelandic as their first language.  

• It was recommended that people with a university education in Icelandic or linguistics 

not participate.  

• The participation was completely anonymous.  

• In the end, a total of 570 people took part in the survey, of which 407 completed the 

survey. 

• The main method was to ask the participants to rate sentences according to how 

natural they think the sentences are, on a 7-point Likert scale from -3 up to +3, where 

0 is the neutral point. 

• The scale in the survey was extreme-labeled, meaning that only the lowest and 

highest points were given a label, i.e. -3 = “Unacceptable (impossible) sentence. I 

could not say this at all.” and +3 = `”A completely normal sentence. I can easily say 

this”.  

 

The survey was divided into three parts:  

1) Instructions  

2) Background questions (age, gender, regional origin and education). 

3) 60 sentences to be judged, of which 20 test sentences and 40 filler sentences.  

 

An effort was made to filter out answers from participants who might have rated the 

sentences randomly.  

• This was done by checking whether the participants give a negative rating, i.e. scores 

lower than 0, for four filler sentences that are completely normal.  

• If a participant has given negative ratings for all four of these sentences, the 

participant will be eliminated from further analysis.  

• No such responses were found. 
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4.  Selected results  

A total of 407 people participated in the survey and each of them judged 20 test sentences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Table 4: Overview of V2/V3 orders in Icelandic adverbial clauses 

 

Some points from Table 4: 

• Sentences with V2 generally received more positive judgements from the participants 

than sentences with V3. 

• Sentences with the syntactic categories CAC and PAC with traditional word order 

(V2) both received a median score of 6 and an average score of around 5.  

• Non-integrated adverbial clauses (NICs) with V2 order received a negative median 

score of 3 which corresponds to -1 in the survey.  

• All categories with V3 construction received negative scores in both mean and 

median, and the median for all categories is 1, which is the lowest score.  

• Standardized Z-scores tell a similar story, all categories with the V3 construction 

received negative scores at both mean and median.  

• Non-integrated adverbial clauses, both with traditional word order (V2) and V3 word 

order, received negative scores. 

 

Looking at the percentage of participants' judgements which gave positive, neutral and 

negative answers, most participants seem to have a clear tendency to choose between positive 

(>0) and negative (<0) answers and not neutral (0). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Proportional results on positive and negative judgements on the V3 orders  

     according to the syntactic types. 

 

Table 5 shows that the majority, or over 70% of the participants, gave negative answers to 

sentences with V3 word order in all three syntactic categories. Slightly more people gave 

positive answers to central adverbial clauses (23.4%) than to peripheral adverbial sentences 

(20.5%). Non-integrated adverbial clauses tested received 15% positive responses from the 

participants. Even though the difference is quite small, this result is consistent with our 
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hypothesis, that central adverbial clauses would get better judgement than peripheral 

adverbial clauses and that non-integrated clauses would get worse judgement than the other 

two types of ACs in Icelandic.   

 

Connection with age 

The relationship between the age groups can be seen in Table 5, both for sentences with V2 

and V3 word order.  

 

 
 

Table 6: Results on sentences with both V2 and V3 constructions by age groups 

 

Some points from Table 6: 

• The difference between the age groups is not great. 

• However, sentences with V2 received a higher score in the younger age groups than 

in the older age groups, and the reverse is the case for sentences with V3 construction, 

i.e. the older age groups gave higher rating than the younger age groups.  

• This difference is consistent with the results from the Variation Project discussed in 

section 2.  

 

5. Conclusions and directions for research  

First of all, the results of the survey show that sentences with V2 construction usually 

received a more positive evaluation from the participants than sentences with V3 

construction, either for sentences in different semantic categories or in different syntactic 

categories. When looking only at sentences with the V3 construction, there seems to be a 

difference in the participants’ evaluations between different semantic categories and syntactic 

categories, although the difference is not large and is only statistically significant between 

certain categories. In the syntactic categories, the difference seems to be only significant 

between central and non-integrated adverbial clauses. There does not appear to be a 

significant difference between central and peripheral adverbial clauses, as was expected 

according to the theories mentioned in section 2. 

Non-integrated adverbial clauses were generally given negative scores by 

participants, even for sentences with traditional V2 word order. In different semantic 

categories, the difference was again not great, but statistically significant between many of 

them. Purpose and concessive clauses seem to have received better ratings from the 

participants, while result clauses received worse ratings than other types of adverbial 
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sentences. In terms of social factors, only age group and residence seem to show 

statistically significant differences between the different groups for adverbial sentences 

with V3 word order. Participants from the older age groups (40 years and older) gave a 

slightly higher score than those from the younger age groups (between 16 and 39 years). 

However, there is again little or no difference between the older age groups and between the 

younger age groups. 

Despite these results, a quantitative research method such as the one applied in this 

study has its limitations, especially in grammatical judgement tests. In these tests, the data 

only shows the scores each participant gives to a certain sentence, but it is impossible to 

know how the participants interpret the sentences. A participant could for example give 

negative scores to a sentence because of the style or use of specific wordings and such other 

than the grammatical variables that were being tested in the survey design. Thus, qualitative 

research methods, such as interviews, could possibly resolve these issues. Some kind of 

individual “training” of the subjects might even be necessary. 

Finally, the survey was designed so that each participant evaluated 20 test 

sentences, so that the data actually contains repeated measures and the data points are 

therefore not independent. This could affect the results. It might be useful to use mixed 

models to analyze the results from the survey data, where more explanatory variables can be 

taken into account as fixed effects and individual variation can also be accounted for as 

random effects. But due to the size of the data and number of the variables, this will probably 

be better looked into in larger projects. 
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Appendix I: List of test sentences 
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Appendix II: Results from statistical hypothesis testing 

 

Syntactic types: 

 

 
 

Semantic types: 

 

 
 

Age: 

 

 


